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Seat-bouncing off the lip of anything is not an easy task to master, but trusting a seat-
bounce to clear a bump or jump is another act all together. You don’t have to take on a 
huge step-over triple to learn the trick, yet it sure looks sick. Here, Troy Lee Designs/Lucas 

Oil/Honda’s Travis Baker shows us the fast way around this technical supercross section.

Keep up with Travis at www.troyleedesigns.com.
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“I usually have to seat-bounce a section when they’re 
right out of a corner and there is no way to clear it while 
standing up. Exiting the corner, I get the bike as straight 
and upright as possible leading into the face of the jump. 
I also move my weight over the rear of the bike like you 
see here. If there is a short or fast transition on the jump, 
you need to regulate your speed into the face if you plan 
on doing a seat-bounce. This is to avoid getting kicked 
and tossed over the handlebar. If you hit it too fast sitting 
down, it can kick the rear right over when you leave the 
jump face.”

“Knowing I need to clear the middle jump, I need as 
much pop as possible leaving the jump. As I head into 
the face of the jump, I am full power in the meat of the 
power curve and try to load the rear shock as hard as 
possible. Next, I am actually leaning back and pulling on 
the handlebar as well as compressing my body to load 
and hold the force of the bike down as long as possible. 
On a standard jump, I would be over the handlebar with 
my weight moving forward. A seat-bounce can be tricky 
and takes very fast action as you load, lean back and 
then release the shock while moving your body weight 
forward at the same time.”

“When I leave the face of the jump I release the shock 
and let the rebound force help spring the bike up. 
Chopping the throttle right when the rear wheel leaves 
the face of the jump helps unload the rear wheel drive 
and shock and gives the bike that extra spring or lift. 
Right when I leave the ground, I also start to move my 
body weight forward and get off the seat to allow the 
bike to get that extra lift to clear the middle jump. As 
you can see at the start of the jump, I am front-end 
high, but as the rear wheel springs back it helps level 
out the bike in the air.”

“As the bike rotates down, I set up for the landing and 
slightly move my weight back as the front end drops. This 
is, of course, when I know I have the distance to down-
side the landing. If you’re going to short or overjump 
the section, you will want to level out the bike or land 
front-end high with the gas on to help soak up a possible 
harsh landing.”


